
Trendy House -I

We are now releasing our last building on Malee Highlands. The building is also called Trendy House and consists of 9 apartments of 53 sqm to 109 sqm. Price 
from 4 150 000 THB. These apartments are sold Off-Plan on drawing, it is a slightly better price and as always when you buy a property from us, you follow the 
entire construction process where we send pictures every week! We do not build the fastest but believe that it is more important in the long term that it will be 
good and maintain a quality that we can stand for. Therefore, we offer some weeks of accommodation in one of our other until the delivery of your particular 
apartment.

The design of the apartments is based on the demand from tenants and owners for a practical and cozy living. I-1 has a very nice sea view and is unique in the 
area with its four bedrooms. All other apartments in the building have five beds and "garden views".

Highlands is Lanta's only full-service area without as many intermediators as possible and this is exactly what makes a big difference in the ROI. Are you or anyone 
else going to profit from your investment ?! Of course, you can use all facilities when you become a "Highlander", it's not just an accommodation you get you’ll 
get so much more.

Welcome with questions about how you can become part of Highlands, the area for sensible investors.
Highlands Team
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